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Changes are also evident in the wider volunteering 
landscape. Volunteer-Involving Organisations (VIOs) 
needed to furlough or make experienced volunteer 
managers redundant during the global health crisis 
due to loss of earned income and fundraising, or 
have seen their staff move on because of labour 
market pressures. Several organisations still struggle 
to attract people back to volunteering despite the 
removal of restrictions. Some cohorts of volunteers 
have concerns about gathering again as a result of 
the isolation, disconnection and lack of purpose 
caused by the pandemic. Rising inflation costs may 
increasingly impact the amount of time people have 
to volunteer through having to work more hours and 
having less time available. Ultimately, it means some 
VIOs are struggling to deliver on their organisation’s 
mission and objectives.

Yet, this changing landscape has also presented 
many opportunities for VIOs – embracing digital 
technology, for example, has resulted in some being 
able to include and reach out to new groups of 
volunteers, in adapting or creating new volunteer 
roles, and streamlining and improving volunteer on-
boarding and engagement experiences. 

Some of the words we have heard volunteers 
use to describe their volunteering experiences in 
well-managed programmes are: purpose, hope, 
resilience, life-changing, transformative, learning, 
inclusive, connected, teamwork and friendships. 
Through volunteering people are helping to shape 
the type of society they want to live in – where 
values are put into practice, where compassion, 

Foreword

courage, solidarity and empathy become the 
currency and where local citizens help to build 
social capital, while addressing pressing social 
needs. This in turn helps to build an inclusive, 
vibrant and sustainable society. 

However, this does not happen in a vacuum: 
it is led through sustained effort with others; 
requiring volunteering to be resourced and well 
managed. As outlined in our strategic objectives 
in this document, it requires all of us in Dublin 
City Volunteer Centre, together, to empower 
people, groups and organisations to participate 
in volunteering, to strengthen the professionalism 
of volunteering and to create and lead, with 
others, new opportunities and pathways for 
participation. Part of this will require us to create 
more awareness of volunteering, its transformative 
power and of what we do. As always, we 
will continue to make good governance and 
management a priority, to remain sustainable. 

Our Strategic Plan 2022-2026 reflects these 
ambitions and is the result of considered 
consultations, discussions and strategic decision-
making. Through the COVID-19 pandemic we were 
able to show how critical our work is, how agile and 
innovative we are and how essential volunteers are 
for our society. This Strategy will guide our work 
over the next five years as we seek to strengthen 
volunteering and grow together. 

Geraldine Comerford, Chairperson,  
Dublin City Volunteer Centre

In our work, over the past couple of years we have experienced 
continual change as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic – how we 
communicate, how we organise, how we are as people, how we lead 
and how we address social issues. This has presented challenges but 
also opportunities for deep collaboration, creativity and innovation.
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Our  
Vision

People in Dublin City are empowered  
to connect with and contribute to an  

inclusive, vibrant and sustainable  
society through volunteering.

Our 
Mission

To lead and collaborate with people, 
groups and organisations in Dublin City 
to address social issues and strengthen 
quality of life through the development 

and support of quality volunteering.

Our Values
We do our work informed and  
inspired by the following values:

               Empowering
We support and constructively 
challenge so that people can achieve 
personal and collective success.

                 Innovative
We are ambitious in our desire to make 
a difference. We focus on innovation 
and performance excellence to strive 
for positive outcomes.

                 Collaborative
We work as one team and collaborate at 
all times to achieve positive results for 
ourselves and the people, organisations 
and partners we work with.

                 Inclusive & Respectful
We are committed to diversity and 
inclusion as a reflection of the communities 
we serve. We respect divergent opinions 
and ensure everyone has a voice.

Professional
We uphold powerful principles in the way we deal with each 
other and the people we serve. This is our guiding light.
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About Dublin City  
Volunteer Centre 
Who we are 
Dublin City Volunteer Centre (DCVC) is the one-
stop shop for volunteering in Dublin City, serving 
a population of 554,00 people. Established in 
January 2014, DCVC is a merger of Dublin City 
North and Dublin City South Volunteer Centres. 
The Board of Dublin City South Volunteer Centre 
led the merger and special permission was 
granted by Revenue to change the name and 
articles to Dublin City Volunteer Centre.

The Company is limited by guarantee and 
governed by a Board of Directors. As a non-
profit organisation it has no shareholders, and 
any profits are reinvested in the Company. We 
have a core staff team, as well as temporary 
project staff who assist with community response 
programmes. In addition, we also host the Dublin 
City Public Participation Network (PPN), which has 
two staff. A wonderful team of volunteers support 
our work in-house with administration, quality 
checks, events and communications.
 

Although DCVC is an independent company, 
it is also part of the network of 29 Volunteer 
Centres, under the umbrella of Volunteer Ireland, 
the national volunteer development agency and 
support body for Volunteer Centres. Volunteer 
Ireland administers the national Quality Standards 
Framework for all Volunteer Centres. DCVC 
successfully maintained its Quality Standards 
Award in 2020, which is valid until 2025. We are 
also compliant with the Charities Regulator.

Our core funding comes from the Department of 
Community and Rural Development. Additional 
resources are generated through garda vetting, 
training and grants, or income for specific 
projects. We are an active collaborator in the 
National Volunteering Strategy 2021-2025, which 
has been developed and is led by the Department 
of Rural and Community Development.

https://volunteerdublincity.ie
https://volunteerdublincity.ie/governance/
https://volunteerdublincity.ie/our-team/
https://volunteerdublincity.ie/our-team/
https://www.volunteer.ie/your-local-volunteer-centre/?type=for_volunteers
https://www.volunteer.ie/your-local-volunteer-centre/?type=for_volunteers
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/3cba6-national-volunteering-strategy/


What we do
•  As the one-stop-shop for all things volunteering in 

Dublin City we seek to provide clear information 
via our website, resources and events to 
empower people on their volunteering journey. 
We invest in the participation of people who 
may need some help to find and sustain a 
volunteering role. Our volunteer engagement 
service, which can also be accessed online, 
makes it easy for people to find a volunteering 
opportunity that fits their interests, skills, locality 
and the time they have available. 

•  We work with Volunteer Involving Organisations 
(VIOs) to develop and strengthen the ways they 
involve volunteers in their services. Capacity 
building and networking opportunities for 
volunteer managers are organised regularly to 
share new skills and to learn from each other. 
The development of volunteer role descriptions, 
policies, procedures and standards also helps 
to professionalise the ways in which non-profit 
organisations involve volunteers and to create 
positive and responsive experiences for everyone. 

•  Through DC-Vet, our garda vetting and training 
service, we help organisations to safeguard their 
staff, volunteers and beneficiaries.

•  We prioritise collaboration, innovation and 
leadership. Any programmes, materials or research 
we develop are shared with the network of 
Volunteer Centres. We are committed to building 
the national volunteering infrastructure through 
participation on working groups, the National 
Volunteering Strategy and leading initiatives. We 
have successfully initiated and led a range of new 
volunteer initiatives, in collaboration with partners, 
to help people in the City. 

          They’re 
incredible. Always 
problem-solving, 
pro-active and 
organised. But 
also realistic about 
what can be done.
Project Partner ”

“
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Professional
Several stakeholders mention the professionalism of the organisation. 
Words used to elaborate on this are "structured and organised", "realistic" 
and ''problem-solving".

Innovative & Forward-Thinking
Interviewees mention that DCVC is "not afraid to think differently'' and open 
to change. Examples are the different pandemic projects but also the quality 
improvement plan which DCVC implemented as one of only a few VCs.

Positive & Dynamic
Stakeholders mention the positivity of the whole team. They see that the 
organisation begins with the belief that things are possible. They mention that 
the organisation is "always putting their hand up" to try new pieces of work.

Passionate
Interviewees recognise how enthusiastic the team is about volunteering 
and their work. Several recognise the empowering approach of the team.

Open & Engaging
Stakeholders mention how approachable DCVC is and how pleasant to 
collaborate with. Some interviewees also stress the constructive ways they 
participate in networks ('the voice of reason") and their wide networks.

Great Manager & Team
The manager and team members are mentioned by several stakeholders as 
the major reason why the organisation is good at what they're doing - "the 
best" as one stakeholder says.

What do our external 
shareholders say?

How our stakeholders described us during the strategic planning process
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The Strategic  
Planning Process
The planning process was designed and 
implemented in collaboration between an external 
consultant and an internal project team with 
Board, staff and volunteer members over a six-
month period. 

Following a review of relevant information and 
materials, including the National Volunteering 
Strategy 2021-2025, a series of workshops 
were facilitated with board and staff members. 
Consultations took place with key partners 
including the Department of Rural and Community 
Development, Volunteer Ireland, Dublin City 
Council, the HSE and relevant community partners. 
Focus groups with VIOs and volunteers were also 
facilitated to ensure the Strategy represents views 
from different perspectives.  

          They’re 
dynamic and open, 
professional and a 
pleasure to work 
with.
Deputy CEO, Dublin City Council”
“
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Context of the  
Strategic Plan

Post-merger we focused on organisational 
development, quality improvement and 
governance, which allowed us to grow and diversify 
as an organisation, while also extending our 
reach. Part of our development included actively 
engaging volunteers ourselves to help deliver on 
our strategic objectives, which in turn also ensured 
that we do not just provide best practice advice 
on volunteer engagement to VIOs, but that we 
actively understand what it takes to deliver quality 
volunteering ourselves. This overall investment in 
development, quality and governance, alongside 
an engaged and dynamic board and staff team, 
enabled us to be innovative and agile when the 
global pandemic hit in March 2020.

With immediate effect we designed, developed 
and managed large-scale volunteer programmes 
for, or in collaboration with, local voluntary 
and statutory bodies to meet practical needs 
that were required on the frontline. In our new 
strategic plan, our intention is to continue to lead 
and develop innovative volunteer opportunities 
and projects externally, particularly through the 
Community Volunteers programme, which was 
launched in September 2021 as a national three-
year pilot. We are cognisant, however, that new 
projects need to be resourced and balanced 
alongside the core day-to-day services that we 
currently deliver, and this has been factored into 
our objectives and the sustainability of the Centre.

Following the merger in 2014, in order to better serve the 
volunteering needs of the entire city, we became the largest 
Volunteer Centre in the country.



Within Dublin city, the collaboration with Dublin 
City Council, local community development 
projects and Volunteer Involving Organisations 
has been key, and we will continue to build and 
strengthen these relationships and collaborations 
throughout the life of the Strategy. 

Nationally, we will continue to help develop and 
build the national volunteering infrastructure, 
including through the National Volunteering 
Strategy, which was published by the Department 
of Community and Rural Development in 
December 2020. We have made active 
contributions to the National Volunteering 
Strategy and our new Strategic Plan 2022-2026 
is fully aligned with it. The National Volunteering 
Strategy is an important milestone for the 
recognition of the role of volunteering in society 
and the further development of volunteering in 
Ireland. We are also committed to continuing 
to support our colleagues in the other 28 
volunteer centres across the country in a spirit 
of reciprocity, sharing whatever resources 
or research we develop, particularly with the 
experience and reputation we have built up in the 
area of social inclusion.

A new Quality Standards Framework, heavily 
focused on outcomes, is being drafted by 
Volunteer Ireland with an expected launch in 
2023 and full compliance by 2025. We will 
continue to strengthen and deepen our work in 
continuous quality improvement, organisational 
development and governance over the life of 
the Strategy. In addition, we have identified that 
we need to focus resources on demonstrating 
outcomes and telling our story, which is further 
embedded into this Strategy.

          I love the 
personal touch 
and feel really 
comfortable 
asking anything. 
They’re also great 
at linking you with 
other volunteer 
managers to learn 
from each other.
Volunteer Manager ”

“
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Strategic Priority 1:
To empower people, groups 
and organisations to 
participate in volunteering

Strategic Priorities 2022 - 2026 



* To indicate the integration of this Strategy with the National Volunteering Strategy (NVS), numbers between brackets refer to 
associated Actions in the NVS.

Actions to achieve this objective

People are the core of our work at Dublin City Volunteer Centre. We 
know how much of a difference they make when they volunteer - for 
the people and causes they support, the organisations they engage 
with and the communities they operate in. We strive to engage, 
motivate and empower people from a diverse range of backgrounds 
and life stages in Dublin City so they can participate in volunteering. 

1.1  Engage with and support volunteers to 
participate in volunteering

1.2  Review and improve our user engagement 
processes 

1.3  Develop research-based engagement 
programmes for under-represented 
groups, including information and 
awareness campaigns, to support people 
to volunteer (2, 19, 35)* 

1.4  Lead, develop and deliver an engagement 
programme with older volunteers (3) 

1.5  Develop and deliver training, on-boarding 
and management for Community 
Volunteers and other DCVC managed 
volunteering projects

1.6  Support volunteers to carry out the  
Garda Vetting process

How we know that we’ve done this
•  We will have engaged with 3,000 people annually 

to support them to volunteer.

•  We will have analysed our customer engagement 
processes and will have implemented 
improvements of processes.

•  We will have implemented at least two new 
engagement programmes for under-represented 
groups, based on research (I-VOL, Census etc.) 
and 

•  We will have developed and delivered an 
engagement programme with older volunteers.

•  We will have met our targets for Community 
Volunteers as set by VI to support volunteers 
with training, onboarding and management in 
DCVC projects.

•  We will have supported volunteers through the 
required Garda Vetting procedures.

Evidence for achieving this strategic priority will 
be provided through workplans, I-VOL, reports, 
case studies, evaluations, board minutes and 
training records.
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Strategic Priority 2:
To strengthen the 
professionalism of 
volunteering

Strategic Priorities 2022 - 2026 



* To indicate the integration of this Strategy with the National Volunteering Strategy (NVS), numbers between brackets refer to 
associated Actions in the NVS.

Actions to achieve this objective

We engage with a broad range of groups and organisations in 
Dublin City and recognise their varying needs, objectives and 
ambitions. We work closely with individuals and groups to provide 
them with the advice, training, capacity building and networking 
opportunities they need to strengthen the professionalism and 
quality of their volunteering programmes.

2.1  Provide ongoing guidance and support to 
VIOs (51)* 

2.2  Invest in capacity building in VIOs through 
training to volunteer managers (20) 
including training at different levels

2.3  Provide networking and peer-to-peer 
learning opportunities for volunteer 
managers (54)  

2.4  Undertake a professional mentoring pilot 
project for new VIOs (12)  

2.5  Support VIOs to develop more diverse 
volunteer roles and opportunities (13, 53) 

 

2.6  Deliver and continue to strengthen a 
professional Garda vetting service 

2.7   Participate actively in roll-out of Quality 
Standards for VIOs (24)  

2.8  Provide training on good governance to 
volunteer board members (52)  

How we know that we’ve done this
•  We will have supported 500 new and existing 

VIOs.

•  We will have organised regular training events 
annually for volunteer managers, including 
experienced ones.

•  We will have organised regular peer learning and 
networking opportunities, including the use of 
digital tools.

•  We will have carried out a pilot mentoring project 
with interested VIOs.

•  We will have supported VIOs to develop more 
flexible, task-based opportunities and roles at 
different skill levels.

•  We will have carried out Garda Vetting for VIOs in 
Dublin City.

•  Quality Standards for VIOs will have been 
developed with our contributions.

•  We will have organised regular training for 
prospective, new and existing volunteer board 
members.

Evidence for achieving this strategic priority will 
be provided through workplans, I-VOL, DC-VET, 
reports, case studies, training needs analysis, 
attendance records and evaluations. 

Strategic Plan 2022-2026  15
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Strategic Priority 3:
To identify, develop and 
lead innovative volunteer 
opportunities with partners to 
address pressing social issues 
and improve quality of life

Strategic Priorities 2022 - 2026 



* To indicate the integration of this Strategy with the National Volunteering Strategy (NVS), numbers between brackets refer to 
associated Actions in the NVS.

Actions to achieve this objective

Being flexible and agile played a key part in being able to respond 
to the needs of the global COVID-19 pandemic and other crises. We 
recognise the value of being creative in how we approach challenges 
and opportunities to be able to address pressing social issues and 
improve the quality of life of the people we serve. It is our intention 
to continue to lead and develop innovative volunteer opportunities 
and projects with external partners and the Volunteer Centre 
Network in the future. 

3.1  Implement and manage the Community 
Volunteers programme (56)*  and use 
it to develop new volunteer projects with 
partners

3.2  Participate in and develop innovative 
projects as appropriate when new needs 
emerge

How we know that we’ve done this
•  We will have successfully managed the 

Community Volunteers project with partner 
organisations, including development of two  
new projects per year. 

•  We will have led or participated in new projects 
as they emerge and are considered appropriate.

Evidence for achieving this strategic priority will 
be provided through workplans, I-VOL, reports, 
Statement of Work agreements with partners and 
case studies. 
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Strategic Priority 4:
To increase the recognition 
of volunteering and the 
role of the Volunteer Centre 
amongst stakeholders

Strategic Priorities 2022 - 2026 



* To indicate the integration of this Strategy with the National Volunteering Strategy (NVS), numbers between brackets refer to 
associated Actions in the NVS.

Actions to achieve this objective

Volunteers play a key role in our society and provide vital services 
and support for the community. We think it is crucial to make their 
efforts more visible, and to recognise and celebrate the invaluable 
contribution they make. We also believe it is important to get more 
recognition for the work Dublin City Volunteer Centre is doing 
quietly behind the scenes to support volunteering in Dublin City. We 
will aim to increase our profile among stakeholders, so that we can 
continue to raise our profile and value of our work.

4.1  Develop and implement 2022-2025 
communications strategy, aligned with the 
NVS Communications Strategy

4.2  Implement the new visual identity and 
branding guidelines for VCs in 2022 

4.3  Maintain and develop the website 
as a source of news, information and 
networking opportunities

4.4  Support local and national awards 
ceremonies (32)* 

4.5  Deliver coordinated National Volunteering 
Week campaigns (38) 

How we know that we’ve done this
•  We will have a Communications Strategy 

developed and implemented, including 
campaigns to promote DCVC’s services and 
highlighting the importance of volunteers in 
helping VIOs to deliver on their missions. 

•  We will have transitioned into a new visual 
identity.

•  We will have continued improvement of the 
website. 

•  We will have contributed to annual awards 
ceremonies. 

•  We will have contributed to the annual National 
Volunteering Week campaign. 

Evidence for achieving this strategic priority will 
be provided through workplans, board minutes, 
reports, evaluations, event records, website and 
communication outputs / materials, web analytics, 
web development plans and campaign materials.
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Strategic Priority 5:
To ensure the organisation 
is sustainable through good 
governance and management

Strategic Priorities 2022 - 2026 



* To indicate the integration of this Strategy with the National Volunteering Strategy (NVS), numbers between brackets refer to 
associated Actions in the NVS.

Actions to achieve this objective

Dublin City Volunteer Centre is committed to maintain the highest 
standards of transparency, governance and accountability. We 
are committed to diversifying income and enhancing operations 
and systems to ensure the organisation’s sustainability into the 
future. We recognise that our team of staff, Board of Directors and 
volunteers are our most valuable resource and are committed to 
supporting them. 

5.1  Develop, deliver and evaluate annual work 
programmes to realise the objectives of 
the five strategic priorities 

5.2  Ensure compliance with Volunteer 
Ireland’s Quality Standards Framework, 
The Charities Governance Code, Company 
law and other relevant requirements 

5.3  Manage financial resources transparently, 
effectively and in line with funders’ 
requirements and develop appropriate 
additional income streams to resource 
delivery of the Strategy 

5.4  Support and encourage staff welfare and 
continuous professional development, 
including the use of reflective practice 

5.5  Support and strengthen effective 
operations of the Board of Directors 

5.6  Maintain effective systems and policies, 
including digital technology, Salesforce 
development, to support and develop 
operations 

5.7  Explore approach to include Sustainable 
Development Goals in the work (55)* 

How we know that we’ve done this
•  We will have developed and implemented annual 

work plans for all staff.

•  We will be compliant with all relevant regulation.

•  We will be financially sustainable and in line with 
financial requirements.

•  We will have a well-supported staff team who 
avail of personal development opportunities.

•  We will have a strong and effective Board.

•  We will have contributed to the review and 
strengthening of our digital technology, I-VOL 
and other systems.

•  We will have completed a project to identify the 
ways to include the SDGs in our work.

Evidence for achieving this strategic priority will 
be provided through work plans, reports, quality 
audits, meeting minutes, reviews of plans and 
KPIs, submissions to the Charities Regulator and 
Companies Registration Office, annual financial 
audits, work and performance reviews, and, Board 
and Board Sub Committee minutes.  
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Highlights since  
our last Strategy

2017
DC-Vet 
New vetting legislation in 2016 made vetting mandatory for people carrying 
out “relevant work”. To meet growing demands for our garda vetting and 
training service we needed to invest significant resources and therefore 

commissioned a bespoke Salesforce system (DC-Vet) in 2017. This involved a transition from an excel 
based system, extensive development work and large volumes of data input. The system is managed 
and continuously developed through in-house expertise, which allows for a more effective, efficient and 
GDPR-compliant way to deal with the large number of vetting applications, tracking of support calls and 
emails and carrying out quality checks. Other VCs have copied the model of DC-Vet for their own garda 
vetting services.

Experience Counts - Volunteering for People 55+
Since 2015, we have focused extensively on the topic of older volunteers and healthy ageing and 
commissioned a significant piece of research on understanding the levers/motivations and barriers 
older volunteers experience. Over 250 people aged 55+ took part in the research. The report makes 
several recommendations for VIOs in terms of recruiting and supporting older volunteers. One of the 
recommendations was to conduct market research, which we did in 2017, on appropriate language and 
imagery that should be used when promoting volunteering to older people. Following this research, we 
launched our Your Experience Counts campaign in 2018, which featured on national media and saw the 
launch of new volunteer recruitment materials and a monthly Experience Counts Coffee Morning, which 
continues to run. It also led to a presentation at the World IAVE Volunteer Conference in Germany. In 
2021, we were notified of a successful grant outcome to the CFI’s Older Person’s Fund to develop the 
Experience Bank pilot in 2021-22.

Get Connected - Volunteering and Shared Values 
Funded by the European Commission’s Europe for Citizens Programme in 2017-
2019, the “Get Connected - Volunteering and Shared Values” project explored how 
volunteering - including the way it is supported and organised - influences our 
shared EU values. As project lead, DCVC worked with partners in Belgium, Croatia 

and Scotland, helping people to find meaningful experiences through volunteering and to inspire 
others. Participating volunteers documented their journeys to provide a closer look at the impact that 
volunteering can have on people’s values, attitudes and their feelings of connectedness to other people 
and places.  

22  Dublin City Volunteer Centre
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2018
TrustIE
As part of our commitment to build the capacity of Volunteer Involving 
Organisations (VIOs) we identified that smaller community organisations 

were struggling to recruit board members. Therefore, we developed a concept to equip smaller 
VIOs to frame their needs and recruit new board members, while simultaneously seeking to target 
and train a new diverse cohort of volunteers who might consider volunteering on a board. Our sister 
volunteer centres came on board with us in Dublin, Cork and Galway and we received funding from 
the Department of Rural and Community Development to run the pilot in 2018/19. The project resulted 
in a 560% increase in the number of ‘Board Related’ volunteer opportunities registered with the six 
participating Volunteer Centres compared to the same period in the previous year. We have continued 
the work of TrustIE locally with groups, building on the experiences learned.

2019
The Doorway Initiative 
Growing from our outreach programme, The Doorway Initiative was set up in 2019 to provide a more 
‘hands on’ approach to empower people applying for international protection in Ireland to volunteer 
and overcome barriers such as language, computer illiteracy, self-esteem, transience and limited 
transport options. As part of the initiative, we organised event volunteering in collaboration with peer 
volunteers, management at Balseskin Reception Centre and a few VIOs who would have otherwise 
lacked capacity to engage this group of people, including Dublin Pride 2019 and “Love D8” in 2020. 
Participating volunteers praised the initiative as it offered an opportunity for them to connect with their 
new community, improve wellbeing, grow skills and fulfil the desire ‘to give back’.

          Volunteering helps me to see the world 
from a different perspective, and shows you 
that it is not all about money.
COVID-19 Vaccination Centre Programme Volunteer ”
“
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2020
CRiTiCALL
CRiTiCALL was launched in 2020 to support people emerging from domestic violence 
circumstances compounded by the COVID-19 pandemic, which saw a 25-30% rise 
in calls to helplines. CRiTiCALL offered practical supports to refuges, volunteering 
a holiday home as a temporary safe haven and writing letters. We were proud to 

be a founding partner in this collaboration with Saint Patrick’s Cathedral and Safe Ireland. A number 
of community partners also came on board to support the partnership, including The Iveagh Trust, 
the Community Guards, Serve the City Dublin and the Volunteer Centres in Dublin and Wicklow. We 
supported our sister Volunteer Centres in Louth, Sligo and Cork to set up their own local chapters. 
In Dublin, over 200 volunteers supported CRiTiCALL through the provision of 4,450 self-care and 
household hampers and 330 letters and art that supported a total of 20 women’s refuges.

Strengthening Governance 
We are committed to excellence in governance - the work 
of Volunteer Centres is underpinned by a national Quality 

Standards Framework (QSF), which is managed by Volunteer Ireland. DCVC achieved the Quality 
Standard in 2017, and successfully maintained it in 2020, after an external review by Volunteer Ireland. 
We entered our 2020 annual report and financial accounts into the Good Governance Awards in 
2021 and scored 2nd nationally in Category 3 (for organisations with an annual turnover of between 
€250,000 and €1 million). 

2021
Aviva Centralised Vaccination Centre - Volunteer Stewarding Programme 
We developed and managed a bespoke volunteer stewarding programme for the HSE at the Aviva 
Centralised Vaccination Centre to help maximise the number of vaccinations carried out daily. Set 
up within an extremely tight timeframe and the ever-changing challenges of a global pandemic, the 
programme ran from March - September 2021. It was the biggest volunteer programme ever directly 
managed by DCVC and involved 283 volunteers, who contributed more than 21,667 hours. Our Lead 
Volunteer Manager won Volunteer Manager of the Year at the 2021 Volunteer Ireland Awards for his work 
at the Aviva.

Community Volunteers  
The Community Volunteers Programme was launched in September 2021 as 
a national three-year pilot. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Irish 
government had tasked the Department of Rural and Community Development 
and Volunteer Ireland with establishing a national volunteer reserves programme 

that is flexible, diverse and has a pool of trained volunteers that are available to respond to community 
and urgent needs. Dublin City Volunteer Centre is one of 10 Volunteer Centres who are participating in 
the “full service” pilot and started rolling out the programme in autumn 2021. 
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Image Captions

• Cover: A group of Royal Canal Clean Up volunteers in Phibsborough, Dublin 7 (2019).
• Page 4: Volunteers from the Aviva Centralised Vaccination Centre Volunteer Programme for COVID-19 and DCVC staff mem-

bers celebrate the success of the programme at the Aviva Stadium in Dublin (2021).
• Page 7: A group of guest at DCVC’s celebration event for International Volunteer Managers’ Day 2019 (2019).
• Page 8: The Cat and Dog Rescue Association of Ireland team celebrating their Volunteer Friendly Award (2022)
• Page 10/ 11: A mixture of photographs from the following volunteer programmes and events:

◊ Street Ambassador Volunteer Programme (2021).
◊ Get Connect- Volunteering and Shared Values project (2018)
◊ Aviva Centralised Vaccination Centre Programme (2021)
◊ Dublin City Libraries/ Dublin City Volunteer Centre Book Delivery Volunteer Programme (2020)
◊ Community Volunteers Programme (2022)
◊ CRiTiCALL – an initiative to support people emerging from domestic violence during the COVID-19 pandemic (2020)
◊ Royal Canal Clean Up (2019)
◊ Dublin City Volunteer Centre’s Annual Volunteer Recruitment Fair/ St. Patrick’s Cathedral (2019)
◊ Department of Rural and Community Development Covid-19 Volunteer Recognition Event/ Dublin Castle (19th May 2022)
◊ The Friends of the Elderly team celebrating their Volunteer Friendly Award (2022)  
◊ Volunteers supporting members of the public during the COVID-19 pandemic (2020)
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